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the classic shoes remodeling practices under the adidas banner seems more rare than other brands, but the classic type of shoes
Consortium in the autumn and winter of 2013 to launch a new Consortium adiZERO Adios 2 shoes will be born in 1984 with the latest
adiZero adios 2 phase blend, and a more fashionable appearance. The announcement of the four pair of shoes with snake skin were
used as inspiration, synthetic suede, waterproof mesh material and color elements to create, while maintaining sufficient function at
the same time, give the shoes more in line with modern fashion appearance. Adidas Consortium adiZERO Adios 2 shoes will be
launched in the second half of Adidas designated agents sold. 

learned that the AIR JORDAN XX9 YEAR OF THE GOAT will be on New Year's eve of the Chinese New year. 

in order to celebrate the year of the sheep, it is specially decorated with a distinctive blend of multicolor on the vamp, followed by a
unique design and cold transparent outsole. 

no doubt, this design is one of the most special versions of Air Jordan XX9. 

look at the big picture before losing it, and appreciate its uniqueness. 

Air, Jordan, XX9, Year, of, the, Goat, 

color: White / dark blue / black 

number: 727134-407

release date: February 18, 2015 
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